Down to Earth
‘Earth science learning for all’

The learning zone

Unlocking assured residential fieldwork for YOU...

Join us on an Autumn 2020
staycation...

There’s room for YOU in this picture! This is Filey Brigg
on the Yorkshire Coast and we are there in October!
(Photo: Chris Darmon)

Now that the green light has been given, we are
cautiously opening up again. With social distancing
and no minibus transport. These will be small groups
and are available on a first come, first served basis.

We especially welcome enquiries and bookings from
people who have not joined us before. You can be
assured that all monies paid are securely held in a
client account. In the event that a trip is cancelled
full refunds are available in a timely fashion.

If, after you’ve booked, you are unable to come or we
have to cancel, your money is secure and you can get
a full refund.
To view a brochure, go to our website at:
www.geosupplies.co.uk or Tel: 0114 245 5746

Booking forms are only available direct from us.
Email: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
We look forward to hearing from you!
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Here’s the complete
Autumn 2020 field trip
programme...
• Minehead, Somerset - September 17-21
4-nights £525.00
• Wye Valley & Forest of Dean September 27 - October 1
4-nights £525.00

• Filey, North Yorkshire - October 4-9
5-nights £595.00
• Malvern Hills - October 23-28
5-nights £650.00

We look forward to hearing from you!

NB We will not be providing minibus travel on any
of these trips - see brochures for more information.
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Welcome to our virtual world!

It’s not too late to enrol onto our Virtual
Summer School...
This August 15-22 we were due to hold
our popular Summer School at the
University of Worcester. Due to Covid-19
that was obviously postponed to 2021.

However, we didn’t want to lose it, so we
are holding a Virtual Summer school
(VSS) during the same week.

Each day, during that we week we’ll be
presenting two sessions each day on a
variety of topics, with a different subject
area each day. We’ve got a practical
session on how to read and understand
geological maps, a day on island arcs, ancient and modern, a fossils
day, geology in your own backyard, hot and cold - a look at ice ages
and the desert environment and finally a look the geological work of
Charles Darwin and The Highland Controversy.

Each day you can join us on a short live Zoom session. You can
access all the course materials online, or have them sent to you by
post. If you can’t ‘attend’ each day, no worries, you can have access
to the materials for 6 months!

There will be a guest lecture and also a couple of lively quizzes! It’s
aimed at everybody. You don’t have to be a geological expert and we
will have fun! We already have 27 people enrolled, but we still have
room for YOU!

All this costs a mere £40.00 or £60.00 if you have the materials as
paper copies, sent to you in advance.
You can enrol via our Online Shop at: www.geosupplies.co.uk
or ring us on: 0-14 245 5746.

Our virtual world continues into the Autumn
with “Where there’s muck...”

This Autumn we are running Part 1 of a 16-session course entitled
“Where there’s muck”. Readers from the north of England will be
familiar with the old saying “Where there’s muck, there’s brass” and
in our case the muck refers to some of industries associated with
things like iron and coal that were formerly mined.

This course will examine the economic geology of the British Isles
through a series of weekly Units. The Units in Part 1 will cover the
following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metallic resources an introduction
Mining in Devon & Cornwall
A failed Wolfram mine in the Lake District
Iron Ore across the UK
British Gold mining, then and now
Salts of the Earth, gypsum, halite and polyahlite
The minerals of the Peak District
Bulk aggregates - where size and output matters
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Recent drilling activity in Cornwall.

The weekly Units and Tasks will be in a form that many of you are familiar with, but there’s an added extra with this course. Because we
are not to doing any face-to-face classes until at least the new year, we
will be holding live Zoom meetings in at least two time slots to
accompany each topic.

You can enrol on the course either to receive your materials
electronically or to have them as printed colour sheets. However you
have it, you can still join in our Zoom meetings.

The course begins in September - exact date will follow. For the
8-units, the cost is £40.00 electronically, or £60.00 for printed sheets.

Part 2 of the course will commence in January.

Alternatively, join us for a virtual tour of
Britain or the World...

We’ve chosen two of our previously released courses and
re-packaged them to run this Autumn. Each of these courses are
supported by a programme of regular live Zoom sessions with Chris
or Colin

World Geology
This 10-unit course puts the spotlight on places around the world with
exceptional geological stories. Examples include Iceland, New
Zealand, China and the Grand Canyon. As you might expect there are
some great stories to be told!

Time Traveller’s Britain
This 10-unit course rings you the geology of some of the most popular
parts of the UK, that have been hand picked from our previous
courses. Examples include: the Lake District, Shetland, Raasay, East
Anglia, Southwest England, Anglesey and London.

Both courses will commence in September and the cost is £50.00 to
have the material electronically, or £70.00 with printed sheets.

To enrol go to our online store at: www.geosupplies.co.uk
or ring us on: 0114 245 5746
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The learning zone

Down to Earth
‘Earth science learning for all’

Our Residential Field Trip
Programme for 2021

There’s room for YOU in this picture! This is the island of
Vatersay in the Outer Hebrides, our destination in
September 2021. (Photo: Chris Darmon)

We know that right now things are still pretty fluid
and they could change at any time. That said, we
still hope that you can join us somewhere in Britain
next year.

Our best efforts have gone into finalising our
offering for 2021. All trips are open for bookings. If
you have already booked for 2020 you will be given
first refusal on any trip that has been rescheduled.

We especially welcome enquiries and bookings from
people who have not joined us before. You can be
assured that all monies paid are securely held in a
client account. In the event that a trip is cancelled
full refunds are available in a timely fashion.
To view a brochure, go our to website at:
www.geosupplies.co.uk or Tel: 0114 245 5746

Booking forms are only available direct from us.
Email: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
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The 2021 field trip
programme version 2...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fuerteventura - February 24-March 1 tbc
South Devon Geopark - March 17-24
Raasay & Skye - April exact dates tbc
Eigg & Rum - April exact dates tbc
Northwest Highlands - May 5-13
Dingle Peninsula - May 19-26
Islay, Jura & Gigha - June 5-13
Shetland Isles - June 19-26
Pembrokeshire - July 3-10
Western Lake District - July 17-24
Summer School - August 14-21
Outer Hebrides - September 1-9
Forest of Dean - September 13-18
Isle of Arran - September 24 - October 1
Idrija Geopark Slovenia - October 9-16
The Yorkshire Dales - October 23-28

Full refund, if we, or you, have to cancel due to
Covid-19.
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backyard
geology

During the long days of lockdown, when the only time we could
venture out from our homes was for an hour’s ‘constitutional’,
many of us discovered footpaths and even rock outcrops that we
never knew existed. For others of us it was an opportunoty to
drink in the view from the kitchen window!

We asked you for your ‘backyard geology’’ Here are a few of
your offerings!

This is from Brian Ellis in Coventry...

My house sits on the top of a small escarpment of the Tile Hill
Mudstone Formation, locally the top bed of the Upper
Carboniferous. The scarp is capped by a sandstone horizon but the
rest of the concave slope below is underlain by mudstone. This is
nowhere exposed except when revealed by the installation of
services or the digging of footings.

On my daily walks I have followed the growth of a large pile of the
mudstone (Photo) from the foundations for a house extension near
the bottom of the scarp slope. This involved piles being driven up to
9m into the naturally sticky mudstone to provide a cost-effective
basis for the building. The dried mudstone, however, is rock hard!

Finally, this comes from Kate Spencer who lives close to the
Woolhope Dome in Herefordshire...

The photograph shows the outline of the Woolhope Dome and the
ploughed field shows the different soil colours. The outer ring of
Aymestry formation runs out for a bit before it reappears and there is
a good field of Lower Old Red Sandstone which grows some lovely
potatoes. It’s the perfect marriage of landscape linked to the
underlying geology.
Brian’s garden material - the bricks provide the scale.

The next offering comes from Angela and Ben Yates, who hail
from the Welsh Borderland - quite literally it sounds, as they are in
Radnorshire...

Our backyard, is another perfect geological area. It’a studded with
Silurian and Devonian hills. Not forgetting the Precambrian Old
Radnor hills..(inlier), within the Church Stretton fault complex.
These rocks are being quarried (Dolyhir, Gore and Strinds quarries owned by Tarmac) away at an alarming rate. It’s perfect road surface
fodder. An extension to two of these quarries was applied for in
2016 and I believe granted in 2019 after much local,opposition.

A more recent view from our front door will,follow as soon as it
stops raining!

Down to Earth 112
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grassroots

With fieldwork and events cancelled, Chris
Darmon picks out some of the highlights of
geonews up and down the country.

With so much uncertainty around and with almost all local
geological events either going online or extremely curtailed, we
have suspended our Diary feature for the time being.

If your organisation is holding an event that is open to people
beyond your group, please let us know and we’ll publicise it,
either here or in our monthly DtoE extra.

Use the internet to check out your local museum...

Right now our museums need your help, moe than ever before. Like
other attractions they’ve been closed since March, but now, up and
down the country they are reopening and need you to pay them a visit.

Step one is to check that the museum of your choice is actually open
to visitors. You’ll be surprised how many are! Step two is not only
check the opening hours, but also check to see if you have to book in
advance. At many sites you are allocated a time slot and are then free
to take your time moving around.

With excellent geology and superb landscape right on the doorstep,
you will not be surprised to learn that both feature strongly in the
Museum, as the photograph below shows.

Have no fears that you will encounter crowds, you won’t. It’s for this
reason that you have to book in advance. For most places, they are
running at around 25% capacity. If you are used to visiting the
museum cafe or coffee shop, check, because it may not be available
right now.

London’s Natural History Museum is open from August 5th, here’s
what it say on their website:

To help keep everyone safe, a timed entry system is in place. Only a
limited number of people are allowed in our galleries. It's essential
that all visitors book a free ticket in advance online. If you're unable
to book online, please call the Contact Centre.

At the local level, this is the information for Bewdley Museum:

We have reopened as of Monday 20 July and have some exciting
summer craft activities for children planned. The Shambles, Wyre
Forest Gallery and the Bewdley Story fare open to visitors. We have
worked hard to ensure the safety of our staff and visitors and we are
really looking forward to seeing you all again.

From my research, it seems that a number of museums have yet to
reopen, but it’s worth checking on a regular basis.

If you’re in Northwest Scotland, make time for a visit
to Gairloch Museum...

Gairloch is one of those places in Northwest Scotland, that’s a little off
the beaten track for geologist, especially those who are heading for the
classic sites around Loch Assynt in the Geopark. But, as anyone who
visits knows, it does rain an awful lot and so why not take in
somewhere indoors for a change?

Gairloch Museum was first established in the town in 1977, but a
couple of years ago moved to new premises in what was an historic
Anti-aircraft Operations Room (AAOR), constructed during the early
years of the Cold War (c.1952-3) to help defend the country against
low-flying Russian planes carrying atomic bombs!
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But don’t take our word, for it, here are a couple of reviews, that relate
specifically to the geology exhibit:

“The whole Museum is fantastic and really informative. The part that
stands out for me is an area where I have a personal interest: geology.
I don't think I have been anywhere else in the world - including huge
natural history museums - which has managed to capture and explain
[so clearly] the geology of the area - which is very complex!”

“I would strongly recommend getting in touch with the various
geological societies in this country and inviting them to come along if
they are on any field trips in NW Scotland.

The museum is currently open Wednesday - Saturday, 10.00 - 17.00.
Advance booking is recommended, but not essential.
Email: office@gairlochmuseum.org or call 01445 712287.

High price of gold leads to a panning boom...

With the price of gold at record levels, it should come as no surprise
that some the most rural spots in the UK are seeing a rise in the
number of people out there trying their luck with a gold pan!

In just three years, membership of Original Gold Panning UK, the
biggest amateur prospector group has grown from 40 to more than
2000! Top of the list are parts of North Wales, the Southern Uplands
and Sutherland in Scotland. If you’re looking for a ‘lucky’ gold pan,
may we recommend Geo Supplies!
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The Quaternary of Bingley, West Yorkshire...

With so much mapped information for the UK, you would think that it
would be relatively straightforward to help somebody who was
looking for some information about the Quaternary of Bingley in West
Yorkshire.

However the quality and availability of such information has meant
that Bingley has missed out! We were unable to help our reader
Maggie.

Here’s what she asked about the local Aire Valley:

“I am interested in how the moraine built up and formed an island on
which much of Bingley is set. I have read two versions- one is that
there was the river on one side and a lake on the other where Bingley
bog now is and the other version is that the river flowed through the
bog and its path was changed by the moraine.

The route the river goes on now has high cliffs on one side and a high
hill on the other whereas the bog is wide and flat and I don’t see why
it could not have kept going through there! Maybe the bedrock
prevented it though I know when building a recent by-pass through
the bog Ove Arup found a kettle hole and did not get down to the
Carboniferous for the foundations at the kettle hole. During the
nineteenth century the railway builders had similar problems.”

Apparently the moraine was rich in limestone, so much so that lime
boulders were worked historically.

If you know anything about the Quarternary of the Bingley area,
that can help your reader, we’d love to hear from you.

Geology on my (shop) doorstep...

In DtoE 110 February 2020, I featured the Shap Granite as my
“Rockstat’. Those of you familiar with this distinctive rock will know
that it crops up widely across northern and even eastern England as
erratic boulders. However, the last place I expected it to be was
outside a Co-op shop in Diss, Norfolk!
This comes from reader Peter Perkins:

Yes, these are
nice pieces of
granite, but are
they Shap?

Do you know the
answer?

And now there are three Essex posters...

“How appropriate to regard Shap granite as a 'Rockstar'. But
sometimes it is relegated to a minor, insignificant role. Not a fine
monument to be admired nor a sturdy wall to give support to buildings
of historical importance, but merely a diminutive slab that is walked
on and not even noticed.

In Diss, on the southern margin of Norfolk, in the market place there
used to be (when I arrived in the town in 1981 to teach geology at the
High School) two small granite slabs marking the limits of ownership
of shops with frontages now well back from the active market area.
There is now only one of these slabs and, as you see, the shop was the
Co-op.”

The Editor comments: This is even more interesting than I thought.
The base slab would appear to be of Shap granite, or something
similar, but the insert with the Co-op on it appears to be a little
different. I wonder if it is a later addition and there was, at that time,
no Shap granite available.

Given the apparent age, I’m wondering that both of these may not be
Shap granite, but instead imports from South Africa, or even India.
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The lovely people at Essex Rock & Mineral Society have now
published another excellent fold out poster, This time it covers
Essex Fossils. Buy one of each for £7.00 including postage.
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ask the
audience

Turning next to Andrew Johnson and his piece f strange rock found
on the beach at Robin Hood’s Bay in North Yorkshire.

The Editor says...

I am always pleased to hear from you, our readers, but in order to
make things easier for us, please can you note the following
guidance, if you want us to respond to you...

•

Please note we are not able to offer an identification service
as part of this feature.

• We much prefer to hear from you by email and that includes
your words and pictures.

• Please only use the following email address as others can
get clogged up with very different material:Email: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk

The answers from previous issues...

Amidst the Coronavirus lockdown, when I was preparing the May
issue of Down to Earth, I forgot to include our usual ‘ask the
audience’ piece. As a result. I’ve a bit of catching up to do - sorry
about that!

We begin with Romaine and Dave Byers picture from the Cape
Verde Islands. It showed sedimentary rocks on what they thought
was a volcanic island.
We had this reply from Prof. John Cope, from Cardiff University:

“Although dominantly volcanic, there are latest Jurassic Tithonian
age, beds with ammonite aptychi on the Cape Verde Islands.

I’m familiar with this stretch of coast and think that I know the
answer:

I think that this is a piece of slag from furnace waste. It could hail
from iron and steel making on Teesside, or closer at Skinngrove, to the
west of Whitby. It doesn’t seem likely that it has got here by
longshore drift, though that is possible. I would prefer to suggest that
it is from ship\s ballast and could be from a boat that put in to Robin
Hood’s Bay itself.

Finally, I don‘t want to leave Louise Porteous’ rock puzzle without
having a final go at getting an answer. She found it on a beach on
the Island of Iona. We don’t think that it’s Lewisian Gneiss, but
what is it?

The new questions...

We begin with the first of two images from Ron Collier:

Presumably the fact that these beds contain aptychi (which are
calcitic), but not the ammonites to which they belonged, means that
aragonitic fossils have not been preserved.

These sedimentary rocks were first described by J. M. Pires-Soares in
1953.”
Thanks John, for clearing up this mystery.
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The picture was taken at Thurstaston on the Wirral and shows the
Triassic Sherwood Sandstone in a road cutting.

It is described as a slump structure in the Geologists' Association
Guide No. 6, Geology Around the University Towns - Liverpool.
However that dates from the 1980s and it would be interesting to have
any of your opinions as to whether that is still a valid explanation.

Our next puzzle comes in the form of a picture from Tim and
Christine Freeman and was taken whilst they were in Canada:

Ron’s second image was taken in White Scar Cavern near to
Ingleton. For information the cavern is cut in the Carboniferous
Limestone but also exposes the underlying Ingletonian.

Your ideas would be welcome for this puzzle!

“The Muskoka Lakes area lies north of Toronto.

It shows what I think is lenticular gneiss used in civic landscaping. I
would like to know how the lenticles are formed and are they quartz
or feldspar. Are there similar rocks in the UK.

If it helps a book we have with us “Great Lakes Rocks” by Stephen
Kesler) suggests this region is in the Ontario River gneiss complex.”

I think that these are what we would call augen gneisses, but I may
be wrong. Can anyone add any personal knowledge of Canadian
rocks?

Our next puzzle was sent in by Tim Colman. He thinks that he
knows what this is, but, as always your input would be welcome.

Finally, we have this image, taken last year by Chris Simpson at
La Grève de Lecq on Jersey, Chris thinks these are aplite veins.

The picture was taken at The Petrified Sea Gardens near Saratoga
Springs New York State USA. What do you think the structures
show?

Tim added this comment, which could just as easily have been written
about many a location here in the UK.

“A sadly run down place –now part of a quarry – but you could walk
all over them. Typical USA - it is either heavily fenced or completely
open.”

Down to Earth 112
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in my opinion

In DtoE 110 (February 2020) I wrote a fairly strongly worded
Editorial in which I laid out my thoughts on climate change and
how the Earth science community faced up to it. I argued that
we were only too aware of climate change. We needed no
convincing, it was a reality.

I was less charitable when it comes to the part played by the
action of humankind. I argued that we look for hard evidence
and patterns.

I’m delighted that James Dent took me up on that Editorial and
here presents his views...

I read your Editorial in the February edition of DtoE with some
interest. Whilst broadly in agreement with your views, I must take
issue over some of the criticism that you level at the geological
community as hiding "behind natural cycles to minimise, or even
deny” the human influence on global warming/climate change. I think
that we can and should however continue to apply a certain amount of
caution through our understanding of past climate changes, and
particularly to apply some much-needed rationality to this topic.
Perhaps I can apply an example through a small investigation to the
recently publicised extensive bushfires in parts of Australia.

I have recently had some discussion with Dr Colin Clark, a former
colleague. We are both professional hydrologists and meteorologists.
We are both used to dealing with extremes of heat, drought and
rainfall, and to do this we are used to examining extensive periods of
data. This is the scientific approach to establish the rarity
(probability) of an event, not the knee jerk reaction of journalists and
those that run the climate change lobby, who look only at the present
situation, with no real attempt to establish the historical context.

Author: James Dent
There is much more than climate change as a driver, and we have
therefore looked at the changes in forest management, and have noted
the short-sighted “environmental” policy in Australia which
vehemently opposes the necessary clearance of dead vegetation and
maintenance of firebreaks. In our investigations, we have found
descriptions dating back to early colonial days in Australia, which
describe forest and grassland management by indigenous peoples
using controlled seasonal burning. I experienced this seemingly
haphazard but effective approach by local tribespeople when I lived in
Papua New Guinea from 1984-88.

Unfortunately the environmental lobby in the UK, and especially the
Environment Agency, are pursuing similarly short-sighted practices
with regard to flooding. Failure to maintain rivers and ditches are
undoing centuries of careful land and flood management, and at the
same time they are blaming “unprecedented” meteorological events.
We are heading towards a time when our river valleys and marshland
will become the choked and seasonal obstructions to travel and
settlement that they once were.

I have gleaned a lot in particular from two books; “Climate and
Weather”, by John Kington and “Since Records Began” by Paul
Simons. Both these books emphasise that there is much evidence of
historic events exceeding the events that we are now experiencing,
and over which much hand-wringing by the media and those
celebrities who make much publicity over global warming. It is
especially noticeable from Kington’s book that storm surges in the
southern North Sea have been regular, and historically have caused
much larger inundations and fatalities than in recent decades thanks to
human ingenuity.

Using records of temperature freely available form the Australian
Bureau of Meteorology, Dr Clark has obtained information on
temperature extremes, duration of heatwaves and the areas affected by
fire. It is clear that the recent seasonal conditions are in no way
unprecedented. True, this year has seen persistently high
temperatures, but these are less than maxima widely recorded in 1939
and 1974. There are years when more extensive fire damage has
occurred, and there seems to be only limited correlation between
seasonal heat extremes and fire damage extent.

I therefore hope that the readership of DtoE can take the long view
and explain their standpoint without being labelled as “deniers”. A
considered stance may prevent the risk of foolhardy and attention
seeking policies and actions.

The Editor comments: Thank you for this thought provoking piece
James. It’s always good to have input from someone with great
experience in a slightly different, allied discipline, such as hydrology.

Long term Australian temperature records. No one can deny that
there’s a strong upward trend.
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In particular I agree totally with your comment “There is much more
than climate change as a driver” But even here, a lot comes back to
way in which we have interfered with (or managed) places like
forests. We humans have a lot to answer for!
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your feedback
Despite the lockdown we are still pleased to hear from you on any
subject, but particularly anything that you wish to comment on
from things we publish in Down to Earth.

Tell the Editor what you think about any
geological subject or article in DtoE
Email: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
or write to him at the usual address

Here’s a couple of the agates from our personal collection:

Please contact us at: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
Here’s what you have to say this time...

Dear Editor

Saving the planet!

Your readers may remember in a previous issue (DtoE 06 Feb 2019 Feedback) I was singing the praises of a soil conditioning product
called “Remin”, which was essentially ground up basalt. Not only did
it give a plentiful supply of elements to stimulate plant growth, but I’d
leant that it was also capable of absorbing significant amounts of C02
from the atmosphere. Well, I’ve had no proof of that, but my
allotment has been doing very well since I started using it.

However, it seems that the concept ( now called Enhanced Rock
Weathering) has gone global. A column in the Guardian (9th July
2020), itself taken from an article in Nature, points out that if basalt
rock dust was used widely in all nations with major crop growing
industries, then up to 2 billion tonnes of CO2 would be taken from the
atmosphere annually. Not a cure-all, but surely a big step in the right
direction!
But as I’ve said before, every little helps, so get some rock dust and
try it on your plot. At least you will enjoy a feel-good factor knowing
that your soil is swallowing a few grams of greenhouse gas!

Dear Editor

Andy Lane, Sunderland, by Email

Volcanoes & Scottish agates

I enjoyed Paddy Gaffikin's lucid article on the genesis of volcanoes.
He mentioned that gas bubbles, or vesicles, often contain zeolite
minerals. Indeed they do, but I was surprised to see no reference to the
fact that in many lava flows throughout the world the typical vesicle
filling is the beautiful crypto-crystalline silica gemstone, agate.

We have made a study of these stones for some 40 years,
concentrating on occurrences in Scotland, having spent many long
hours searching for these sometimes elusive, wonderful
artefacts of nature. We cut and polish our finds, some for jewellery,
while the most outstanding are presented as half-nodules for sale to
collectors throughout the world. Not surprisingly, though the very
best are inevitably steered towards our personal collection.

One puzzling question, which I have never seen addressed, is why
agates have never been reported, to our knowledge, from modern lava
flows.

They are wide-spread, albeit often very local, in ancient lavas
throughout the world but oddly missing from the results of
contemporary volcanic events.
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You can see other examples on our website:
www.agatesfromscotland.co.uk .
Hi Chris

Jean and Robin Field, by Email

Keep up the good work. DtoE is an important link for isolated
geologists. I hope your courses get back to normal soon although I
expect nothing will be quite the same until this time next year.

Unfortunately in this issue you have advertised the 2019 programme
of AMHG GeoFest. As you know we are doings things very
differently this year - all about trails in remote places and virtual
activities for families; nothing indoors or gatherings. Take a look at
our website: geopark.org.uk for 2020 details.

Peter Oliver, Abberley & Malvern Hills Geopark
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Dear Editor

Dear Chris

How I got into geology

I became interested in geology in the mid 60s when a forward looking
geography teacher introduced a geology course for O`level pupils.
Whilst not particularly interested in geography, I was hooked on
geology and this explains why I was top of the class come exam time.

This interest has stayed with me through my life and has enabled me
to make some sense of the rock and landscape forms I come across in
everyday life and the various activities I have done such as walking,
climbing, kayaking, mine exploring and dry stone walling. These days
I get my geology kicks from attending my U3A group.

I wouldn’t say an interest in geology was the reason for getting
involved in these activities but it gave me a means of making sense of
what I was looking at in the outdoors. So I believe that a knowledge of
geology is key to understanding how the earth came about, developed
and brought us to where we are today and that every secondary pupil
should study it.
Dear Editor

Paul Smyth, by Email

Field trip transport & climate change

It’s great that you are considering the impact of your field trips on
climate change with car sharing etc in the UK. BUT what about flights
to your foreign ones? These will massively outweigh anything else
anyone does.

Maybe you need to offer ferry/train alternatives for people getting to
them.

We had a great holiday in Austria this year travelling all the way by
train, and I’m off to Minsk in Belarus in the summer on a military
history trip by train.

Our last flight was to Canada to see the Burgess Shale, Icefield
Parkway, Royal Tyrell etc, but flying over Greenland on a beautiful
clear day, looking down at the glaciers and their obvious retreat,
icebergs calving etc really made us realise that we were the problem
and we have to give up flying.

David Clegg, by Email

The Editor comments: Thanks for this letter David, which was sent
before Coronavirus impacted on us all. This has made the operation
of field trip transport particularly difficult

Gone is the prospect of a group minibus. Even public transport is
difficult, not least because it’s highly unlikely that services will get
back to pre-Covid levels any time soon.

For the future, we’ll be looking for places where we can get people to
a place, such as a Scottish Island and then do things locally to our
base.

As for overseas locations like Madeira or the Canary Islands, there’s
never going to be a realistic alternative to using air travel. But, it’s
going to be more expensive and harder to find going forward. The
best we can hope for is that newer planes will be more fuel efficient
and therefore greener.
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Geology & National Trust properties

Many moons ago (back in the 1980s!) I was in fact employed by the
National Trust to provide interpretation for their "Open Spaces", i.e.
the countryside and coast properties where the most information that
the NT had provided was an omega sign with the NT site name, and
beneath it a notice of the four things that you were not allowed to do!
This resulted in my visiting NT Open Spaces, including the grounds of
many NT country houses, all over the country from Northumberland
to the Isle of Wight and East Anglia to The Giants Causeway.

The large number of NT open space leaflets and on-site signs which
resulted from this almost always included (indeed usually started
with) an outline of the geology and geomorphology of the site, a
description of the resultant natural history, botanical and zoological,
that was influenced by the geology and only briefly as a rule the usual
NT blurb about the sites NT acquisition.

I was therefore wondering whether you might be interested in a series
of short articles in Down to Earth on the geological distinctiveness of
NT properties in terms of building stones and/or natural history which
might usually be visited purely for their historic or open space
significance. If so I would be happy to send a sample or two, perhaps
a country house in local stone, and an open space with distinctive
vegetation on limestone for you to consider further.

Andrew Jenkinson, by Email

The Editor comments: What a brilliant idea Andrew! Now that many
NT properties are back open this would be a way for people to people
to take a walk and learn more about the local geology. A number of
NT properties already have some geological material available. If it’s
not on show, ask them if they have something.

Dear Editor,

In DtoE 110 Patrick Gaffikin provided an excellent introduction to the
Burgess Shale as ‘an iconic fossil locality in the Canadian Rockies’,
highlighting the role of Charles Walcott in discovering and
investigating these fossils and noting some of the topics of more
recent research on this and related faunas.

Many readers will also be aware of some of the controversies that
have surrounded the interpretation of this material, not least from
Stephen Gould’s influential book Wonderful Life (Penguin 1991) and
Simon Conway Morris’s critique and alternative analysis in his The
Crucible of Creation (OUP 1998). Less well known, however, but
also very informative about contemporary debates in the Earth
Sciences, are more recent developments informed by newer
approaches to the analysis and classification of the Burgess creatures.
Excellent overviews of these controversies have also been provided by
some of the protagonists – for example, Derek Briggs and Richard
Fortey, Keynyn Brysse, amongst other.

However these publications are not always easy to come by, so I have
produced a couple of Powerpoint overviews for anyone interested in
following up the issues raised in these pivotal episodes in the history
of the earth sciences.

They can be found at:
warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/sociology/staff/elger/socofgeology

Tony Elger, East Lothian - thanks Tony!
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picture story

Photographer: Jim Miller

The photographer hails from Seattle in Washington State, but the rocks come from New Zealand. They are what Jim calls ‘tortured
turbidites’ and they are exposed along the Clarence River, Northwest of Christchurch on South Island. Thanks for these Jim!

Down to Earth 112
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a good read
Title:

The Ice Age in
Staffordshire
Author:
Paul Green
Publisher: Stafford Publishers
ISBN:
978 1 9999557 2 4
Format: Softback
Cost:
£14.99
Level:
Adult & general interest
My rating: *****

Over the last couple of years we have begun to see a number of local
books covering various aspects of the Quaternary. This welcome
volume covers the county of Staffordshire. Anyone who knows
Staffordshire will be aware that it has some contrasting landscape
types with a touch of the Carboniferous limestone in the east and the
Upper Carboniferous moorlands around Leek, to the Coal Measures of
the Stoke Area and the more open Triassic in the west.

This is not an area for spectacular ice cut gorges or corries, but it’s the
very fact that the evidence for the ice age is more subtle, that makes it
more interesting. Paul Green, know his area well and this comes
across loud and clear as he works his way around the county.

This could very easily have been a very dry and dusty read, but this is
very far from the case. This is a book that is designed for anyone who
is interested in the physical landscape. Paul communicates his
enthusiasm for his subject very well and he tells a compelling story.

His words are well illustrated with a variety of excellent maps and
diagrams which help in the task of visualising the story. There are
also a scattering of colour photographs.

This comes highly recommended. Can you now do a similar book for
Derbyshire please Paul?
Book Choice

Title:

The Rocks of Wales Their Story
Author:
Dyfed Elis-Griffydd
Publisher: Carreg Gwalch
ISBN:
978 1 84524 295 4
Format: Softback
Cost:
£8.00
Level:
Adult & general interest
My rating: *****

It’s always good when one of our very own Down to Earth readers
puts himself into print and Dyfed Elis-Gruffydd has been a reading
our publication for many years. I’m delighted to be able to tell you
that is quite the best little book that I’ve seen this year!

Another of our readers was sent a copy, which he hadn’t ordered, but
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Reviewer: Chris Darmon
but rather than return it, he was delighted to keep it and pay for it!

Wales has always lacked a book that provided an overview of its long
and at times complex geological story. This book does just that, in a
way that will inform everyone who has interest in the natural history
of the country.

Not only is the book well written, it is also beautifully designed and
presented. There are numerous superbly reproduced images which
make you really want to go and see for yourself. It was a change to
see places that I’d never seen, or places I was familiar with, viewed
from an unfamiliar angle.

This book would make a super little present for anybody with friends
or relatives living in, or visiting Wales.

Title:

Essex Rocks - lost worlds
in deep time
Authors: Roz & Ian Mercer
Publisher: Essex Rock & Mineral
Society
Format: Folded poster
Cost:
£2.00
Level:
Family general interest
My rating: *****

There are now a total of three Essex Geology Posters, covering the
local pebbles, fossils and now rocks. The large A2 size poster format
has been folded down to A5 and this novel approach allows for a
variety of different topics to be covered in different ways.

One side features a simple geological column showing Essex rocks
down to a basement in the Silurian. This overlain by much younger
rocks from the Cetaceous and Tertiary. On either side of this centrally
placed column are images of some of the county’s finest fossils, both
vertebrates and invertebrates.

The reverse side, individual A5 panels are used to tell individual
chapters of the Essex story through time. There’s the Jurassic
‘dinosaur island’ of 185 million years ago, and the chalk sea of 80
million years ago. These are followed by the London Clay sea, the
Red Crag sea and the most recent stories of The Thames and ice sheets
in Essex.

I really like this format, it allows the poster side to be put up on a wall
and the other side to be taken out into the field. It demonstrates to
everyone that a county that only has a recent rock record at the surface
has lots to tell down in the ground! Every part of the country should
have something like this.

Available as part of a set or as a twin pack from Geo Supplies.

Geo Supplies stocks hundreds of geological books and
booklets, as well as holding a full range of BGS maps and
other publications. If we haven’t got it in stock, we can
usually get a current title for you within a short period of
time.
Browse our booklist online @ www.geosupplies.co.uk
or ring us on 0114 2455746
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competition

What’s the
story?

We ask you to ‘exercise those little grey cells’...

say it was taken in Wales, possibly the from the Ordovician Fishguard
Volcanic Group which I recall being shown many many years ago as
an undergraduate. Am I close?”

Ron Collier agreed, but disagreed about the location”
“I'm pretty sure that your latest photo is of the pillow lavas exposed on
the coast of Llanddwyn Island, Anglesey. You can certainly identify
the rounded 'pillow' structures formed as basaltic lava erupted and was
rapidly chilled on the sea floor. More intrepid souls than me have
filmed the process as lava entered the sea around the shores of Big
Island, Hawaii. The pillow lavas of Llanddwyn Island are particularly
interesting as the spaces between pillows are often mineralised with
red jasper and green epidote.

Helen Earwicker said:
“It never occurred to me I’d be in a position to attempt answer one of
these being very new to it all and relatively untravelled. But I think
these are the basalt pillow lavas at Newborough Warren/Ynys
Llanddwyn on Anglesey.

tIt’s always good when everyone who enters a competition, identifies
correctly what was shown, even if there were a couple of wrong
locations! What was really good was that this time, several new
entrants could be spotted.

Here’s what Nick Percival had to say:
“Based on the lumpy convex surface of the outcrop and the lack of
obvious bedding in the photo, I think this is a pillow lava, and as you

It looks very like the pictures in Unit 4 and Task 4 of your British Isles
geology course. (and like lots of others on the internet!) They are
Monian and depending on what you read they are probably Cambrian
or possibly very late Precambrian. They must have been formed on an
ocean floor and presumably at a constructive boundary, but whether
the strike-slip faults could have been involved I don’t know. They are
tilted to one side but I don’t think I can see which side, probably to the
right.”

Helen, you are spot on, it is Anglesey! At least half a dozen other
people got it too. It goes to show how a textbook image really jumps
out at you.

After much thought the prize of a Dunedin Press book to the value
of £20.00 goes to Helen Earwicker. Congratulations to her for
recognising the image from one of your courses!

This picture was taken by Peter
Eyles in Arran.

You are asked to decide how these
strange structures were formed?

The closing date is October 15th.
2020. The prize this time is a free
place on our Autumn 2020 course
“Where there’s muck...” worth
£40.00.

We welcome images for use in this
feature.

Email your answers and images to:
downtoearth@
geosupplies.co.uk
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right of reply

In the last issue, Ron Gibson a Down to Earth reader from
Sheffield, explained the problems that he has with some of the
aspects of plate tectonics theory.

We invited you, our readers, to respond to Ron’s piece and
several of you have done just that. It seems that Ron is not alone
in having issues with plate tectonics mechanisms.

As it happens, in the intervening three months, we have been
made aware of several pieces of current research that are
investigating the deep mantle. There have been some very
interesting findings, including continental fragments at
enormous depths in the mantle.
Over to our readers...

This is from Nigel Skermer, who lives in British Colombia, Canada
but who is originally from Stockport:

I am not a geologist, but a civil engineer from Manchester University
in the 1950's, where we were taught in part by a superb professor of
mechanical engineering. Oddly enough I wound up in soil mechanics,
now along with rock mechanics, termed geotechnical engineering.
Sitting on the balcony of my place in West Vancouver, British
Columbia looking west my view is out over the Pacific
Ocean.....Right? Wrong. I am looking over the sea, but on the horizon
is Vancouver Island. North of this are the Queen Charlotte Islands.
This whole offshore system seems to have been wrenched off the
Olympic Peninsular of Washington State and shifted north along the
BC Coast. Not obviously subduction to my simple mind.

Responses to Ron Gibson
So back to plate tectonics. Much of the West Coast movement is
strike/slip more or less parallel to, and associated with, the proven
transverse movement on the San Andreas fault system in California.
Starting in the Gulf of California between mainland Mexico and Baja
California it passes through Palm Springs, on to the east of Los
Angeles, then to San Francisco and on up to Cape Mendocino where it
heads offshore. All this looks to me far more like transverse strike/slip,
rather than subduction. Look at it on the globe. So is this part of the
Pacific plate rotating before it slams into Alaska? Major faults by the
way are not simply single break lines, but part of a system of fault
slippages, much as show up in the fracture patterns of rock and soil
samples on a laboratory scale.

So, two cheers for subduction Ron Gibson, but two is enough. Keep
going with your heretical thinking sir, and don't forget to nail your
letters to the church door.

This is from Lynn Ccokitt:

What an excellent magazine this month. I have enjoyed it very much
indeed and found the articles fascinating and well put together. Maybe
because my chief interest is in volcanism/plate tectonics/metamorphic
rocks!

I was particularly interested in the article by Ron Gibson. I have no
training in geology or any of the sciences so have no comment to
make on whether his comments are likely to set off further interest. If
they do, I will follow wth interest. So I look forward to further articles
on the subject.

However very shortly after I arrived in BC in 1965 there was a nasty
earthquake to the south in Seattle. We felt it quite strongly here in
Vancouver 150 miles away. Prior to that time there had been a serious
earthquake in 1946 on a fault system between Vancouver Island and
the mainland beneath the sea that I am looking over now, known as
the Straits of Georgia. Since then though there has been little or
nothing felt here in the city. There have, however, in the last few years
been major earthquakes of the order of magnitude 8 in the Pacific
alongside the west coast of Vancouver Island and the Queen Charlotte
Islands. But these coastlines are very little populated and far away.
The line of quakes criss-crosses the supposed Juan de Fuca plate. It
helps to look at a globe and visualize movement on a spherical surface
rather than in two dimensions on a flat sheet of paper.

Meanwhile folk in Vancouver, egged on by the newspapers, are told to
be ready for the "Big One". And prepare for it... the big M=9 Cascadia
subduction zone earthquake, which happens every 500 to 600 years or
so. How is this to be expected? There are no written records here, but
in Japan there is the record of a major tsunami on January 26, 1700,
for which there was no corresponding earthquake recorded in Japan.
However dating recent sediments on the west coast of Washington
State it is now becoming "certain" that these resulted from a giant
"Cascadia Subduction Zone Earthquake" at just that time....quod erat
demonstrandum? But hold on, two thirds of the surface of the earth is
oceans. Could it just be that the carefully recorded tsunami in Japan
resulted from extraterrestrial impact of an asteroid into the North
Pacific, it of course sinking out of sight to the bottom of the sea. Not
every major earthquake causes a tsunami, and not every tsunami has
to have been caused by an earthquake.
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This 2020 earthquake seems to be linked to part of the Cocos Plate
descending vertically beneath Mexico’s interior. (Image: USGS)
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This comes from Duncan Woodcock:

Like Ron, I'm not happy with the movement of magma rising beneath
plates of mantle convection currents dragging plates as the main driver
for plate motion. My understanding is that the main driver of plate
motion is the progressive cooling of oceanic lithosphere as it moves
away from a mid-ocean ridge until it becomes sufficiently denser that
the overlying asthenosphere to allow it to subduct.

One of the areas of current research in geodynamics is to attempt to
answer the question "given that oceanic lithosphere is strong, what
initiates subduction once the lithosphere is sufficiently cool?" Some
progress has been made recently in this area of subduction initiation.

Readers might like to watch the YouTube video by Stern & Gerya:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SF8HMDV3JgU.

I have not heard geologists discuss this phenomenon before and
wonder how significant it may be in driving tectonic plate movement.

References:
OCR Geology for A Level and AS. S Davies, F Mugglestone, R
Richards and T Shelton. Illuminate Publishing. 2017 p 156.
Forces of Nature. Brian Cox & Andrew Cohen. William Collins 2016
p 115.

The Editor comments: Thank you to everyone who responded. At
times, it looks and sounds a little bit like the tale of the emperor’s new
clothes! It takes someone who isn’t a trained geoscientist to point out
some of the inconsistencies

There’s a tendency amongst those of us who might be described as
being on the inside track, that we don’t want to criticise, but that’s
exactly what we should all be doing. Remember that plate tectonics is
a theory or a hypothesis. It is not a written law that cannot be
challenged. Far from it.

I have no doubt that we will modify the theory as new data and
evidence comes to light. At the moment, it’s linked to new
technological advances and techniques. We are adding to our
knowledge at a great rate right now.

We should always question the status quo and be prepared to
re-evaluate our current thinking. Thank you Ron for giving us all
something to think about.
A very different view of a subduction zone, but is it any nearer to the
truth? (Image: Researchgate}

This is from Graham Kings:

Like Ron Gibson my thoughts on the drivers of plate tectonics were
stimulated by one of your courses.

In my case it was “Hot Rocks! Volcanoes and Igneous Rocks”.
I too was sceptical about the convection cell theory but, not being a
geologist accepted the prevailing opinion.

Then the OCR textbook for Geology for A Level and AS discounted it
in favour of the “Ridge Push and Slab Pull” theory driven by gravity
at oceanic ridges and subduction zones.

Recently I came across this passage by Brian Cox in his book “Forces
Of Nature” and wondered if it might be of interest to Ron Gibson.
It is in the chapter entitled “Life on an orbiting, spinning planet. The
Tides”.

“The tidal forces are the result of an imbalance between the Moon’s
gravitational pull and the Centrifugal Force, which is present because
the Earth is orbiting around the centre of mass of the Earth-Moon
system. Although we usually perceive them because of the large
deformation of the surface of the oceans, they are sufficiently large
that the Earth’s crust is deformed by a measurable amount, shifting
the rocks every day by as much as half a metre. This is not a great
shift, but GPS systems are adjusted to take account of the changes in
the Earth’s gravitational field caused by the rock tides, and geologists
monitor the impact of these tides on the Earth’s fault lines and the
potential they have to trigger earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.”
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pygidium

Nordlingen is a town in a hole!

Down to Earth reader Derek Brumhead had this photograph sent him
by a friend, which gave us the excuse to tell you about the town of
Nordlingen in Bavaria.

Our regular little ‘tail-pieces’ of information
to amuse you. At times like these we are all
looking for something to cheer us up!
undercliff roadway, when I looked up and saw 'Woollycrete' rumbling
past. 'Good Lord! Another member of the Crete family!,' I remember
remarking,' Perhaps this one keeps water out by using wool as an
insulating membrane!'

No such fanciful strata, I'm afraid. The answer is far more mundane:
Woollycrete deliver concrete, which, at least, is a 'crete'. 'Woollycrete
(Southeast) Ltd provide expert concrete supplies across East Sussex
and the Southeast, with modern volumetric mixers, and flexible
service and delivery', from an industrial estate in Hailsham, East
Sussex. Pity, as I rather liked the idea of woollycrete as an obscure
member of the Crete family.”

Graham’s faux eggs...

We’ve had items about Lanzarote ‘eggs’, and also items about
dinosaur eggs, but never anything quite like this before.

This comes from “The Golden Scope”:

“Nordlingen has a singular “geographical” feature that attracts curious
tourists all over the world… It’s located inside the Nordlinger Ries
crater. 15 million years ago, the fall of a meteorite with a diameter of
about 1500 meters created it is one of the largest craters on our
planet…

You must know that this monstrous meteorite, at the time of impact
with the earth, travelled about 720000 km/h, equivalent to 20 km per
second! This absolutely overwhelming speed allowed the celestial
body to penetrate the earth’s crust for nearly a Kilometre!”

Another member of the ‘Crete’ family...

Down to Earth reader Tony Moorby and his friend Roger Cordiner,
encountered this whilst doing fieldwork at Peacehaven in Sussex.

Reader Graham Kings says:
“Just wondered if you might be interested in these faux eggs which I
found adjacent to the Humber foreshore near the village of Welton.
A geologist at Hull University identified them as a byproduct of the
cement manufacturing industry.”

Another member of the ‘Crete’ family then - Ed.

Tanzanian miner becomes a millionaire overnight...

Small scale miner Saniniu Laizer earned £2.4m ($3.4m) from the
country's mining ministry for this Tanzanite specimen, which had a
combined weight of 15kg. Tanzanite is the country’s unique precious
gemstone, which is mined around the northern area of Manyara.

Tony says: “We were inspecting the foreshore at low tide in front of
the Chalk cliffs at Peacehaven, in East Sussex, and had stopped for a
mid-afternoon break and cup of tea at the mobile tea van on the
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Congratulations to Jean and Tom...

It’s an amazing story of trans-Atlantic romance that began with two
Americans taking part in one of our residential field trips in Scotland.
Last year Jean Bahr and Tom Brocher joined us on the Oban and
Colonsay trip and this year they tied the knot in an outdoor ceremony
that enjoyed fabulous weather.

Carbon dating, but not quite as we know it...

Down to Earth reader Roger Collins found this on Facebook and
asked us to share it with you. It’s funny how even the oldest of jokes,
take on a whole new meaning during lockdown!

Jean is Emeritus Professor of Geosciences at the University of
Wisconsin and Tom has recently retired from his life as a geologist
with the USGS. Judging from these two images, it’s certainly the case
of ‘the happy couple’.

“Tom and I were able to hold a lovely, distanced wedding ceremony
in my father’s back yard with my father and Tom’s son and daughter
as witnesses,” said Jean.

Your friends here in the UK wish you both well and can’t wait to see
you again on one of our trips!

Teaching the Geological Timescale...

The Geological Timescale is one of those things that lends itself to
some sort of neronic or even a pictorial clue as an aid to the memory.
Allendale School in Columbia, USA, gave us this.

They say: “Our game is called Headbandz. We decided to make this
game because its fun when you have to try to guess what card you
have. When it’s your turn, you have to ask yes or no questions about
your card to the other people playing.

Longshore drift in action, that really was a LONG
way...

In the last issue we carried a Pygidium item about longshore drift on
the Sussex coast. We illustrated the item with a loaded dump truck
that was part of a fleet moving shingle along the beach at we should
have described at Seaham.

However, we described it as Seaburn, which is a very long way away,
in Northumberland! Now that’s what I call longshore drift!

The Editor comments: Thanks to everybody who pointed that out.
It’s interesting how to see how often mistakes add to a story rather
than distract from it!
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When the timer runs out then its the next person’s turn. Who ever
guesses the most cards at the end of the game, wins. Hedbandz is a
fantastic, quick and a great game!
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The Editor comments: At least this elementary school is teaching
about the geological timescale. For many US schools it\s all about the
book of Genesis!

Do you want to be a millionaire...?

I’m not much of a fan of the ITV quiz show, “Who wants to be a
Millionaire”, but I did catch one recent episode when the half million
question really caught my eye, because it was a rare geology question.

Geologically themed face masks...

It had to happen, face masks have become, for some people at least, a
fashion accessory, a must have! A quick search of the internet came
up with these examples. I’m sure that you can find us some more!
The first is a custom
printed example
comprising a
representation of a thin
section of moon rock.
What can you say, other
than it is unusual?

In situations like this, I fear that my knowledge will let me down and I
will make a spectacular fool of myself. Fear not, for the question was
worthy of a GCSE student! In a list of four geological periods,
comprising the Devonian, Cretaceous, Triassic and Jurassic, the
question was which one was the most recent! It worries me that
contestants struggle to answer such questions. Luckily the particular
contestant did answer correctly! Incidentally, in the same show, the
following question for a million I also answered correctly, though the
contestant decided to retire and take the £500,000.

Toadstone ‘sniffs out poisons’...

Sticking with the TV programme theme for a moment longer, the
BBC’s “Antiques’ Roadshow” provided a geological story recently.
The subject of Toadstone came up when Fiona Bruce was asked to say
which one of three stones was an antidote to poison.

It turned out that this accolade fell to toadstone. Prior to this I had
only come across Derbyshire Toadstone, which is a volcanic tuff,
usually a mottled brown colour, and thus resembling a toad!

Dinosaurs are an obvious theme, especially for children’s masks, as
this somewhat cute example shows.

However, Fiona Bruce’s toadstone was something entirely different as
this extract from Wikipedia explains:

“The toadstone, also known as bufonite (from Latin bufo, "toad"), is a
mythical stone or gem that was thought to be found in the head of a
toad. It was supposed to be an antidote to poison and in this it is like
batrachite, supposedly formed in the heads of frogs.

Toadstones were actually the button-like fossilized teeth of Lepidotes,
an extinct genus of ray-finned fish from the Jurassic and Cretaceous
periods. They appeared to be "stones that are perfect in form" and
were set by European jewellers into magical rings and amulets from
Medieval times until the 18th century.”

It’s amazing how many of these ancient beliefs are still held dear by
many people across the globe.
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But our final example is strictly for adults’

And finally...

Thank you to Graeme Charchard’s West Country blog for this gem:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYXS5goHL9c
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Featured books
August - October

In each issue we are pleased to be able to introduce you to a range of featured books. Where they are
being offered at reduced prices, these will be current to the end of the month shown above, provided that
stocks are available. Please note, all prices include UK postage.

New!
£16.00
6

New!
£18.95

Good!
£13.00

New!
£14.00

S Wales
£19.75

Good!
£8.99
9

New!
£11.00

Value!
£16.99

New!
£9.00

Both
£16.00

Recent!
£23.95

Order online at www.geosupplies.co.uk or ring us on 0114 245 5746
Geo Supplies Ltd 49 Station Road, Chapeltown, Sheffield S35 2XE

